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plan, but he agreed with Bedford that something must be done
for the United States. "Better that a defective plan should be
adopted," Bedford said, "than that none should be recom-
mended." Defects might be remedied by later meetings.
Gerry had objections to the new plan, but he insisted that the
United States were "in a peculiar situation. We were neither the
same Nation nor different Nations. We ought not therefore to
pursue the one or the other of these ideas too closely.** If that
were done, some of the states might secede from the Convention,
and from the union. *lf we do not come to some agreement
among ourselves some foreign sword will probably do the work
for us." Mason thought there must be an accommodation between
the opposing sides in the conflict "It could not be more incon-
venient to any gentleman to remain absent from his private
affairs, than it was for him; but he would bury his bones In this
city rather than expose his Country to the Consequences of a
dissolution of the Convention without anything being dome."
Both Gouverneur Morris and Rutledge objected to basing
representation in the lower house purely on numbers, one mem-
ber for each 40,000 inhabitants. Life and liberty might be the
first considerations of savages, Morris said, but in -civilized con-
ditions ^property was the main object of SocietyJ Property, Rut-
ledge agreed, "was certainly the principal object of Society."
Here Rutledge was speaking for the slave-owners of South
Carolina and Morris for the large knd-owners of New York.
Moreover, they were both thinking of the new states in the
Western territory which might in time be admitted to the union.
Any one of these, according to the grand committee's plan, might
be entitled to one member even though it had less than 40,000
inhabitants. Some arrangement must be made to protect the rich
maritime states from the lean voters of the backwoods.
Nothing was decided that day, and the debate went over to
Friday the 6th. On Friday the Convention readily agreed
that the proposal of one member in the lower house for each
40,000 inhabitants called for further detailed study. The matter
was referred to a smaller committee made up of Gouvemem
Morris, Gorham, Randolph, Rutledge, and King. Then the debate
continued on the clause providing that all money bills should
originate in the popular branch of the federal legislature.
The delegates from the small states were silent They had

